EZ-LAG™ is a field replaceable lagging that’s bonded to a 5” wide steel backer, similar to Craft-Lag®. However, unlike Craft Lag, EZ-LAG has perforations in the steel backer that allow it to be formed to fit any pulley diameter 12” and over.

It is ideal for pulleys in locations where removal and replacement is difficult.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- On the spot re-lagging
- Reduces Inventory
  - Eliminates stocking various sizes
- Field Formable
  - Pads can be bent in the field to fit different pulley diameters
  - Not recommended for diameters less than 12”
- Interchangeable with PPI Craft-Lag and Holz lagging
- Available in 60 durometer - SBR and Neoprene
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